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Abstract.—Dated phylogenetic trees are important for studying mechanisms of diversification, and molecular clocks are important tools for studies of organisms lacking good fossil records. However, studies have begun to identify problems in molecular clock dates caused by uncertainty of the modeled molecular substitution process. Here we explore Bayesian relaxed-clock molecular dating while studying the biogeography of ca. 200 species from the global cicada tribe Cicadettini. Because the available fossils are few and uninformative, we calibrate our trees in part with a cytochrome oxidase I (COI) clock prior encompassing a range of literature estimates for arthropods. We show that tribe-level analyses calibrated solely with the COI clock recover extremely old dates that conflict with published estimates for two well-studied New Zealand subclades within Cicadettini. Additional subclade analyses suggest that COI relaxed-clock rates and maximum-likelihood branch lengths become inflated relative to EF-1α intron and exon rates and branch lengths as clade age increases. We present corrected estimates derived from: (i) an extrapolated EF-1α exon clock derived from COI-calibrated analysis within the largest New Zealand subclade; (ii) post hoc scaling of the tribe-level chronogram using results from subclade analyses; and (iii) exploitation of a geological calibration point associated with New Caledonia. We caution that considerable uncertainty is generated due to dependence of substitution estimates on both the taxon sample and the choice of model, including gamma category number and the choice of empirical versus estimated base frequencies. Our results suggest that diversification of the tribe Cicadettini commenced in the early- to mid-Cenozoic and continued with the development of open, arid habitats in Australia and worldwide. We find that Cicadettini is a rare example of a global terrestrial animal group with an Australasian origin, with all non-Australasian genera belonging to two distal clades. Within Australia, we show that Cicadettini is more widely distributed than any other cicada tribe, diverse in temperate, arid and monsoonal habitats, and nearly absent from rainforests. We comment on the taxonomic implications of our findings for thirteen cicada genera. [Aridification; Australia; branch lengths; calibration; climate change; gamma distribution; maximum-likelihood; relaxed clock.]

The simultaneous development of automated sequencing technology and relaxed-clock dating methods that accommodate among-lineage rate variation (Thorne and Kishino 2002; Drummond et al. 2006; Drummond and Rambaut 2007) has increased confidence in the application of molecular clocks. It is widely known that clock rates of specific genes vary across organisms due to life history and other factors (Ho and Lo 2013), and that careful estimates of clock rates are lacking for most genes and most organisms. At the same time, awareness is growing of additional limitations that go beyond uncertainty in the clocks themselves, problems that appear when estimating the number of molecular substitutions on the phylogeny. This uncertainty has been linked to model choice (e.g., Phillips 2009; Papadopoulou et al. 2010; Schwartz and Mueller 2010; Andujar et al. 2012; Ohbard et al. 2012), calibration method (Brandley et al. 2011; Andujar et al. 2012), and other aspects of phylogenetic analyses (Brown et al. 2010; Marshall 2010; Schwartz and Mueller 2010; Nelson et al. 2015).

In our studies of diversification of a global cicada tribe, one for which fossil information is poor, we have encountered new evidence of this problem—estimated relative rates of genes, and therefore divergence times of clades, are substantially influenced by the taxon sample. We suspect that these patterns could be common in deeper-level molecular dating studies, a concern that is further supported by recent simulation work (Schwartz and Mueller 2010), and we show how this phenomenon was detected and handled in our case. Overall, our results suggest that divergence time analyses based entirely on molecular clocks estimated from other taxa will often be problematic for deeper-level studies.

Diversification of Cicadettini.—Cicadas of the tribe Cicadettini have attracted attention for rapid diversification and adaptive radiation, where Miocene-age (23–5 Ma) ancestors have diversified into a wide range of habitats (Arensburger et al. 2004; Buckley and Simons 2007; Marshall et al. 2008; Hill et al. 2009; Marshall et al. 2012; Owen et al. 2015a). Ongoing surveys of the tribe Cicadettini are discovering many new species (Gogala et al. 2008; Marshall et al. 2011; Popple 2013; Ewart et al. 2015; Hertach et al. 2015; Owen and Moulds 2016) and new genera (Ewart 2005; Ewart and Marquès 2008; Puissant and Sueur 2010; Moulds 2012), accelerated by studies emphasizing analysis of male songs (e.g., Sueur and Puissant 2007; Gogala et al. 2012). With about...
500 catalogued species, the tribe Cicadettini includes a disproportionate fraction of the 3300 described species from 41 Cicadidae tribes (Sanborn 2013) and, based on work from our group and others, is estimated to contain a large number of undescribed species. Despite its wide distribution, just one small genus is known from North America (Sanborn 2009; Sanborn and Heath 2012; Sanborn and Phillips 2013), and none are found or suspected in South America. Most described genera of Cicadettini (57 out of 88) are found in Australasia, with most of those from Australia (Moulds 1990; Moulds 2012; Sanborn 2013). Smaller centers of diversity are found in the Palearctic (especially Europe) and in South Africa (Villet and van Noort 1999; Puissant and Sueur 2010). This global distribution suggests the possibility of an Australasian origin following isolation of that continent from Antarctica and South America (Hall 2011), a biogeographic pattern for which few examples are known (De Jong 2003; Crisp et al. 2004).

In Australia, most species of Cicadettini occupy temperate, arid, and monsoonal habitats. Few are known from tropical rainforests (in Australia or globally). Dating Australian clades of Cicadettini, a task recently completed for the large Paupropolis group (Owen et al. 2015a), will help to understand if and how they diversified during the well-documented aridification of Australia that intensified following its Oligocene isolation (Hall 1994; Byrne et al. 2008; Fujioka and Chappell 2010). This aridification caused a widespread replacement of rainforest habitat, which is limited today to the eastern fringe of the continent, by Eucalyptus-dominated forests, Acacia and chenopod shrublands, spinifex grasslands, and desert dunes.

In this study, we sought to test historical hypotheses on the diversification of the Cicadettini using molecular phylogenetic data and molecular clock calibrations. Specifically, we asked: Did the tribe Cicadettini originate in Australasia? Did it originate during the period of post-Gondwanan isolation of Australia? If so, when did Cicadettini reach Eurasia, Africa, and North America, and do these dispersal events match predicted timings implied by historical connections (Hall 2001; Sanmartin 2001; Vila et al. 2011)? Answers to these questions will contribute to growing knowledge of the assembly of global biota on the historical canvas of geology and climatology.

**Materials and Methods**

**Taxon Sampling and Biosurveys**

Taxon sampling.—We preserved cicada tissue in 95% ethanol during expeditions to Australia, Argentina, Chile, China, Fiji, New Caledonia, New Guinea, New Zealand, Philippines, South Africa, and the USA. Considerable field effort was concentrated on Australia, Papua New Guinea, and South Africa, where the described diversity of Cicadettini is greatest, and on SE Asian tropical regions (Philippines, Vietnam, and China). Samples from Europe and other regions were obtained through collaborators (Acknowledgments section). We also targeted genera from the related tribes Huechysini, Parnisini, and Taphurini that were suspected based on morphology to belong in Cicadettini. Overall, we obtained samples of 77 of 88 described genera of Cicadettini, including an estimated 45 from Australia (described and undescribed). Pagophora, Pinheya and Stellenboschia were sequenced at a late stage and are discussed only briefly in the supplementary results (see the Dryad data repository online at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.5590g). Type species of genera were sampled in all but five of the 77 genera sampled—Dienmeniana, Euryphana, Kosenia, Myersalna, and Tympanisthala.

Preliminary genetic sequencing (mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase I, or COI), as described below, was completed for over 300 species of Cicadettini plus others from related tribes. By excluding one member of each species pair for which uncorrected mtDNA divergence was less than 5%, we selected 200 in-group taxa. These species are listed in online Appendix 1 with taxonomic and locality information, along with a list of the genera not sampled.

A preliminary maximum-likelihood (ML) analysis of a concatenated phylogenomic Cicadidae data set (unpublished) supports Chrysocicada (currently a member of Taphurini) as the sister lineage to Cicadettini (100% ML bootstrap). However, other genera in Taphurini are well separated from Chrysocicada in that study. Chlorocysta and Venustria (Chlorocystina) form the next sister clade in the phylogenomic tree (100% ML bootstrap). We, therefore, used two genera from Chlorocystina and one genus from Prasini as the out-group and we included Chrysocicada and three undescribed species that clustered with it in preliminary analyses (Results section).

At sites sampled in Australia, we identified and audio-recorded (when possible) all cicada species collected or heard singing. This allowed us to estimate geographic variation in the proportion of cicada species from different genera and tribes. Nearly all cicadas can be identified to species on the basis of distinctive male calling songs.

**Genetic Sequencing, Alignment, and Model Selection**

Genomic DNA was extracted from 1–2 legs using the Qiagen DNeasy Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, California, USA) or the Clontech kit (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA). Using the primers and annealing temperatures shown in Supplementary Table S1, portions of three genes were amplified—mitochondrial COI, mitochondrial COII, and nuclear elongation factor 1 alpha (EF-1a). The general PCR protocol was as follows: (i) hold at 94°C for 2–2.5 min; (ii) repeat 30 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 45 s, anneal at temperature in Supplementary Table S1 for 45 s, and extend at 72°C for 2–2.5 min; (iii) hold at 72°C for 10 min. Annealing
temperatures were lowered as far as 45°C for some taxa. Amplified products were cleaned using the Clontech Extract Kit or ExoSAP-IT (USB Corp., Cleveland, OH). Cycle sequencing was conducted using the Applied Biosystems Big Dye Terminator v1.1 cycle sequencing kit at 1/8- to 1/4-scale reaction volume, and the product cleaned by Sephadex (Millipore) filtration and visualized on an Applied Biosystems ABI 3100 capillary sequencer. A modified sequencing protocol was used as follows: (i) hold at 96°C for 2 min; (ii) repeat 30 cycles of 96°C for 30 s, 50°C for 15 s, and 60°C for 2.5 min; (iii) hold at 60°C for 5 min. Sequences were analyzed using ABI Prism Sequencing Analysis software v3.7 (Applied Biosystems), initially aligned in Sequencer v3.1 (Gene Codes Corp., Ann Arbor, MI), and further aligned and checked by eye.

Partitioning schemes and MrBayes-available substitution models for each partition were selected using the “greedy” search algorithm in Partitionfinder v1.0.1 (Lanfear et al. 2012) with Python v2.7 (Python Software Foundation 2010), with the potential partitions including individual codon positions of protein-coding data (with nuclear and mtDNA data separately treated) and the combined EF-1a intron data. Indels were coded using Seqstate v1.0 set to the “simple coding” option of Simmons and Ochoterena (2000), and these characters were modeled with the MkV model (Lewis 2001) as a separate binary partition. Data partitions were separately tested for base-composition bias using a chi-square test of homogeneity in Paup v4.0 (Swofford 1998).

Phylogenetic Estimation (Analyses A–D)

A list of phylogenetic and divergence time analyses discussed in this article is found in Table 1. Combined-data (analysis A), EF-1a-only (analysis B), and mtDNA-only (analysis C) phylogenetic trees were estimated using MrBayes v3.2.1 (Ronquist et al. 2012). Default settings were used for the priors (e.g., ngamma=4, rate=variable, brlens=unconstrained:exponential[50]). Model parameters were estimated separately (unlinked) for each partition for up to 90 million generations, for two independent, simultaneous runs (nruns=2). Effective sample sizes were checked using Tracer v1.5 (Rambaut and Drummond 2007). MrBayes 50% majority-rule consensus phylograms were used for the working trees. Because tests of compositional bias were significant (P<0.05) for the mtDNA third codon position, an additional MrBayes analysis of the mtDNA data was conducted without third position sites (analysis D) to check for any major effects of this bias.

ML analysis of the combined data set was conducted in Garli v2.0 (Zwickl 2006) to obtain bootstrap supports for the tree. In analysis A, Model parameters and relative rates were separately estimated for each partition, and random starting trees were used, as in the MrBayes analyses. For each bootstrap replicate, two heuristic searches were completed, each with genthreshfortopopterm set to 10⁶ and with significanttopochange and scorethresholdtorm set to 0.01.

Divergence Time Estimation

General approach.—Relaxed-clock divergence times were estimated using BEAST v2.1.3 (Drummond and Rambaut 2007, Bouchet et al. 2014); each analysis was run 8–10 times to check for repeatability. Because we calibrated our trees using molecular clock estimates, and because branch lengths/gene rates can have weak phylogenetic signal, we needed to minimize the effect of the Bayesian priors on our analyses (see Nelson et al. 2015 for discussion of this problem for branch lengths). Unfortunately, uniform prior distributions (which assign equal probability to all parameter values) are statistically improper and undesirable, and even proper bounded uniform distributions can create unexpected effects (e.g., dos Reis et al. 2014). During trial analyses, we found that some parameter choices influenced date estimates. For example, in analyses with no data, the default tree prior distorted the posterior COI clock rate by favoring shorter trees, while a 1/X tree prior performed better. Because the molecular clock prior was derived from literature estimates of the whole-gene COI rate (see

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Phylogenetic analysis of combined data, MrBayes (incl. Garli ML bootstrap), tribe Cicadettini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Phylogenetic analysis of EF-1a, MrBayes, tribe Cicadettini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Phylogenetic analysis of mtDNA, MrBayes, tribe Cicadettini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Phylogenetic analysis of mtDNA—no third positions, MrBayes, tribe Cicadettini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Relaxed-clock analysis—COI clock, BEAST, tribe Cicadettini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Relaxed-clock analysis—COI clock plus fossils, BEAST, tribe Cicadettini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Relaxed-clock analysis—COI clock plus NCAL geology, BEAST, tribe Cicadettini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Relaxed-clock analysis—extrapolating COI to EF-1a, for Analysis H2, BEAST, MRK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>Relaxed-clock analysis—extrapolated-EF-1a clock, BEAST, tribe Cicadettini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Post hoc scaling of BEAST chronogram, tribe Cicadettini (see Methods section)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Relaxed-clock analyses—COI clock, Cicadettini subclades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>ML optimization of single-partition COI under varying gamma discretization, Garli, tribe Cicadettini &amp; MRK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>ML optimization of three-partition COI under varying gamma discretization, Garli, tribe Cicadettini &amp; MRK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Analysis E with empirical base frequencies, BEAST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Analysis E with HKY substitution model instead of GTR, BEAST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ML is maximum-likelihood. NCAL refers to a clade of endemic New Caledonian genera used for a geological calibration. MRK refers to the New Zealand Maoricicada-Rhodopsalta-Kikihia subclade of Cicadettini genera.
all of the BEAST analyses were conducted with the COI data partitioned as a single data subset. To simplify these complicated analyses, which could become stuck on inferior solutions (Results section), the COI, EF-1α intron and exon partitions were also handled as single data subsets; the scored EF-1α indels were not included. The BEAST analyses were run until effective sample sizes exceeded 200 for most parameters, with any parameters failing that test checked for potential correlation with node ages. Maximum clade compatibility trees with median node heights were calculated using TreeAnnotator v1.7.5.

Supplementary Table S2 shows many of the parameter/prior settings for the analyses; details of the clock settings (ucld.mean) are given below. In all cases, the site and clock models (but not the tree model) were unlinked across partitions, the uncorrelated relaxed clock for each partition in the Clock Model panel of the BEAUti xml tool was set to “estimate”, and the “substitution rate” parameter in the Site Model panel was not estimated. “Fix mean substitution rate”, “Normalize”, and “Automatic set clock rate” were also not selected. In BEAST 2, the option exists to estimate the values specifying the shapes of some distributions (e.g., gamma, log normal), but we did not use this because the models are already complex.

We assumed a log normal relaxed-clock prior for each gene/partition. Studies have found that auto-correlated rates models fit certain data sets better than uncorrelated models (Lepage et al. 2007; Battistuzzi et al. 2010; but see Christin et al. 2014); we will address this possibility in our ongoing family-level analyses where life-history variation is more likely to be important. Rejection of the strict molecular clock model was confirmed post hoc by the observation that the 95% credible interval of ucld.stdev excluded zero.

Molecular-clock calibration, empirical COI priors (analysis E).—No fossil- or event-calibrated cicada clock estimates are yet published. While many factors are believed to influence evolutionary rates across lineages (Bromham and Penny 2003; Sloan and Taylor 2012), recent studies emphasize generation time as a major factor (Tsantes and Steiper 2009; Thomas et al. 2010) and apparently of the clock settings (parameter/prior settings for the analyses; details calculated using TreeAnnotator v1.7.5. compatibility trees with median node heights were potential correlation with node ages. Maximum clade

parameter of the log normal COI prior was tuned in BEAUti so that the 95% confidence interval of the distribution just included the range of the empirical COI rates. The median of this distribution (0.0112 s/s/myr) is close to the widely applied “Brower” clock rate of “2.3%/Myr” (Brower 1994), a value that is better reported as 0.0115 s/s/myr because it is strongly influenced by the one corrected genetic distance in the study (Knowlton et al. 1993—COI, K2P). Because cicadas have long life cycles compared to other arthropods (commonly three or more years—Campbell et al. 2015), their mean COI clock rate might be on the slow side of our prior, but knowledge of rate evolution is too incomplete to afford a clear prediction. Furthermore, more recent molecular clock studies have tended to find higher rates, reflecting the increased parameterization of modern evolutionary models (Papadopoulou et al. 2010; Andujar et al. 2012). The conservative approach used here is designed to reduce the dependence of our conclusions on unjustifiably precise specification of the COI rate. Lastly, we believe that incorporating the prior uncertainty in the ucld.mean parameter is more appropriate here than doing so within the ucld.stdev parameter (e.g., Marshall et al. 2012), since many of the empirical studies involved clades of multiple genera.

Because BEAST estimates the topology, it was necessary to include the COII and EF-1α data subsets. This was detected as posterior distributions of ucld.mean for COI that were shifted upward from the prior. In our approach, we needed the posterior confidence interval of the COI rate to match the prior to be sure that the posterior divergence times matched expectations given the empirical clock and the reconstructed substitution process. To escape this problem, we estimated ML relative partition rates for each analysis (in Garli), with the data partitioned and modeled as in the BEAST analyses, and used those relative rates to scale the COI median rate to the other data subsets. The resulting COII, EF-1α exon, and EF-1α intron scaled median rates were used in weak log normal distributions with large standard deviations, to allow the COI calibration to control the analysis. This led to posterior distributions of ucld.mean for COI that matched the prior more closely. Supplementary Table S3 shows the BEAST settings used for the scaled priors of the tribe-level analysis calibrated with COI only (analysis E) and the other tribe-level analyses below. See dos Reis et al. (2014) for more on unintended consequences of combining rate priors in Bayesian analyses.
COI clock calibration plus fossil data (analysis F).—Three fossils are available for the tribe Cicadettini, but none offer strong constraints. Paracacetta oligocenica (Boulard and Nel 1990) has been dated to the Oligocene (Rupelian, Upper Stampian, minimum age of 28.4 Ma). This taxon was originally placed in Cicadetta, but its affiliation within Cicadettini is now unclear (MSM unpublished data) and it may belong elsewhere in Cicadettinae. Another species, Cicada ugeri Heer from the Miocone (Croatia, minimum age 5.3 Ma) will be transferred to Cicadetta but has no clear affiliation (MSM unpublished data). Finally, a German fossil has been identified as Cicadetta montana by Straus (1952) from the Pliocene (minimum age 1.8 Ma). Only the C. montana fossil can be confidently assigned within our tree (at the origin of the stem supporting brevipennis and montana, conservatively), but we decided to explore the consequences of assigning the remaining two fossils in their potentially most informative positions—Paracacetta at the origin of the Cicadettini stem and C. ugeri at the origin of the R1 Eurasian clade (see Results) found in our trees—together with the C. montana calibration. This analysis (F) was also constrained by the empirical and scaled clock rate priors of analysis E.

Recently, Misof et al. (2014) published a fossil-calibrated insect phylogeny that estimated 105 Ma for the common ancestor of the cicada genus Okanagana and its closest relative in the data set, a froghopper (Cercopidae), as well as a mean (170 Ma) and 95% confidence interval estimate (245–90 Ma) for the next evolutionary branch. With this information, we multiplied the approximate lineage-through-time (LTT) probability (0.62) for the common ancestor of the R1 Eurasian clade to the tree root in analysis F.

COI clock plus geological calibration (analysis G).—Studies suggest that the New Caledonian landmass was submerged before 37 Ma and that the extant New Caledonian species are derived from ancestors that subsequently colonized the island (Grandcolas et al. 2008; Espeland and Murienne 2011; Nattier et al. 2011, Cruaud et al. 2012, Pillon 2012). In our analyses, we reconstructed a clade of New Caledonian endemic genera (Ueana Distant, Kanakia Distant, and New Caledonian “Abroma” Stål, here called the NCAL clade) that is connected to a section of the Cicadettini tree dominated by Australian ancestors (see below). This situation offers a potential maximum-age calibration for the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of this clade.

Calibration of divergence time analyses with island-emergence data is appropriate only if the ancestor of the focal clade is unlikely to have survived on an unrecognized landmass before arriving on the island (e.g., Fleischer et al. 1998; Jordan et al. 2003; Bonacum et al. 2005). Because the Abroma–Kanakia–Ueana clade in the consensus phylogram is connected to the Cicadettini phylogeny by an extremely short branch (see below), we argue that alternative refugia are unlikely to have played an important role. In analysis G, we assigned a uniform prior on the MRCA of the NCAL clade ranging from 0 to 37 Ma. This constraint was combined with the empirical COI and scaled COI and EF-1α clock rate priors.

Molecular clock calibration, extrapolated EF-1α clock (analyses H1, H2).—In analysis E and other preliminary analyses, we noticed that the divergence times for Cicadettini were much older than expected given published COI-based estimates for certain genera of Cicadettini and other fossil-calibrated Hemiptera dates (Results section). We suspected, in part from subsampling tests given below, that the amount of molecular substitution estimated for COI was inflated compared to that of EF-1α in the tribe-level analysis. To test this hypothesis, we conducted a tribe-level BEAST analysis using cicada-specific EF-1α exon and intron clock rates extrapolated from the empirical COI rate in a partitioned ML analysis of the well-studied New Zealand Maoricicada–Rhodoptalis–Kikihia clade (MRK clade). For this procedure, we supplemented the five MRK taxa from our tree with published COI and/or EF-1α sequences from Genbank (COI sequences were not available for many species), yielding a 54-taxon expanded data set. For Maoricicada, where detailed song analyses have not yet been conducted, samples were removed from the available data set when pairwise corrected distances found in ML trees of Buckley and Simon (2007) were less than 0.02 s/s/myr (an approximate threshold for the appearance of song changes in Kikihia—Marshall et al. 2011), to avoid combining inter- and intraspecific samples in a single clock analysis (Ho et al. 2005; Ho and Larson 2006). Then, for analysis H1, we estimated relative gene rates for the COI, EF-1α exon, and EF-1α intron partitions using ML in a partitioned Garli analysis and used those rates to scale 95% confidence intervals for ucld.mean for the EF-1α exon and intron partitions from the empirical COI clock rate. Finally, the extrapolated EF-1α rates were used to calibrate a tribe-level BEAST analysis as above, but with the COI prior weakened (along with COI) to give the EF-1α rates priority (analysis H2).

As an additional test to confirm the difference in the amount of COI substitution estimated for the MRK clade in the tribe- and genus-level contexts, ML was used in Garli to optimize the COI data partition alone on (i) a 54-taxon MRK-only topology manually constructed from the results of Marshall et al. (2008) and Buckley and Simon (2007) and (ii) the Cicadettini MrBayes topology from analysis A, using the model structure of the BEAST analyses in both cases.

Post hoc scaling to MRK clade age (analysis J).—In analysis J, as a fourth way of calibrating the Cicadettini tree, we used the age estimate and 95% confidence interval of the MRK MRCA, obtained from a separate BEAST
analysis of the 54-taxon MRK data set, to manually re-scale the tribe-level chronogram obtained from analysis E (while retaining the relative node ages). The MRK BEAST analysis was conducted with the empirical COI prior plus scaled, weak EF-1a priors as in analysis E. This post hoc scaling method was useful because attempts to place a very narrow (i.e., strong) prior on the age of the MRK MRCA led to poor MCMC performance.

Subclade analyses (analysis K).—To explore the relationship between the taxon sample and gene rate estimates, monophyletic or paraphyletic groups of taxa were selected from the tribe-level BEAST tree and separately analyzed in BEAST as above (see Supplementary Fig. S1). Subclades were selected in two ways. For the first series, monophyletic or paraphyletic groups were chosen with different MRCA ages, containing from 27–38 species. In the second series, the large “main radiation” clade (see below) was subsampled to create progressively smaller taxon sets while maintaining the phylogenetic structure as much as possible. Appropriate models for each data set were selected by Partitionfinder. All analyses were calibrated with the empirical COI rate prior from analysis E, and scaled priors were obtained for the other gene partitions in each case as described above (Supplementary Table S4). We then compared the estimated absolute and relative gene rates and their relationships; this group of tests is referred to as analysis K.

Among-site rate variation, substitution model choice, and tree lengths (analyses L–P).—Tree length estimates can vary depending on the handling of among-site rate variation and the degree of data partitioning (Marshall et al. 2006; Papadopoulou et al. 2010). To further demonstrate the significance of the rate variation model for date estimates, we optimized branch lengths on the best mtDNA ML tree using unpartitioned (analysis L) and codon-position partitioned data sets (analysis M) while varying the number of gamma-distributed rate categories. This was done separately for the MRK and Cicadettini COI data sets using Garli v2.0.1, by starting each analysis with the best ML tree and setting topoweight = 0. We considered models with 2–20 gamma distribution categories per partition. Finally, in BEAST analyses modeled on analysis E, two minor variations of the Partitionfinder-selected COI model were employed to illustrate extreme model-dependence of divergence-time estimates—empirical base frequencies (analysis N), and HKY instead of GTR (analysis P).

**Biography**

Likelihood-based estimates of ancestral ranges were calculated using the dispersal–extinction–cladogenesis model in Lagrange version 20130526 (Ree and Smith 2008) and the MrBayes phylogram from analysis A. Areas were coded as follows: Australasia (including New Zealand, New Caledonia, Papua New Guinea, and Fiji), Eurasia, Africa (sub-Saharan), and North America. Distributions including up to two areas were allowed, and no time constraints were incorporated. The three out-group taxa were each coded with Australasia+Eurasia to cause Lagrange to use this conservative distribution for the common ancestor. Python scripts for Lagrange were assembled using an online web configurator tool (Ree 2013).

**RESULTS**

**Taxon Sampling and Biosurveys**

Australian Cicadettini diversity and distribution.—Using distinguishable songs as a preliminary criterion for unique species, we recorded more than 500 species of Cicadettini (in approximately 45 genera) in Australia, across 1720 locations. These totals are comparable in species diversity to the Australian Gryllidae (crickets) (Otte and Alexander 1983). From the remaining Australian cicada tribes, approximately 40 genera were sampled (described and undescribed) and over 200 species. Pinned voucher specimens are stored at the University of Connecticut Biological Collections Facility and in the collection of MSM, while frozen vouchers are stored in the Simon lab at the University of Connecticut. Song recordings for undescribed taxa, when available, will be deposited with the BioAcoustica Wildlife Sounds Database (http://www.bio.acousti.ca).

We found Cicadettini in many habitats—from grasslands to vegetated coastal and inland dunes to wetlands, shrublands and forests, both tropical and temperate; we found them singing in many plant communities including saltbush flats, shrublands with Acacia, Eremophila, or subalpine shrubs, and woodlands of Casuarina, paperbark, and Eucalyptus. The distribution and abundance of the four major Australian cicada groups is shown in Figure 1. Genera of the tribe Cicadettini were most abundant in arid, semiarid, and temperate habitats and scarcest in rainforest regions, with extremely contrasting abundance between tropical north Queensland and southwestern Australia (Fig. 1f).

**Genetic Sequencing and Model Selection**

Sequence of COI and COII yielded 1492 base pairs, with no length variants and 813 parsimony-informative in-group sites, after a short tRNA section was trimmed from the COII amplicon. The three EF-1a segments produced widely varying sequence lengths across taxa due to occasional large insertions/deletions.

**Diversification Rates**

A lineage-through-time (LTT) plot was calculated in R v. 3.0.2 (R Development Core Team, 2011) from the BEAST chronogram in analysis E above using the APE v. 3.0-11 (Paradis et al. 2004) and LASER v. 2.4.1 (Rabosky 2006) packages.
FIGURE 1. Geographic distribution of Australian cicada diversity sampled in this study, comparing habitat affinities of cicadas of the tribe Cicadettini to the sister-clades of the tribe (Clade P, then Prasiini + Chlorocystini, combined in map b) and other Australian cicada groups. Cicadas of the tribe Cicadettini disproportionately dominate arid and southern temperate regions. Family-level genomic data (unpublished) suggest that the clades in maps a, b, c, and d have arisen from three independent colonizations of Australia. Map e shows the total number of genera in all family Cicadidae tribes and map f show the fraction of cicada genera at each location belonging the tribe Cicadettini. Undescribed taxa are coded with likely future taxonomic assignments based on these studies. Two Australian tribes are not shown here: Cicadini (represented by Dicerosinya subapicalis) reaches Cape York from Papua New Guinea, and Platypleurini (Oxypleura calypso) reaches Christmas Island from Indonesia. Inadequate rainfall prevented sampling of some arid-zone regions. Base map is from "Terrestrial Ecoregions in Australia" produced by Environmental Resources Information Network for Parks Australia.
(indels), with 1047 base pairs of coding sequence distributed across five exons. For the in-group, 1266 EF-1α sites were parsimony-informative (252 in the exons). Seqstate produced a matrix of 1267 binary indel (insertion/deletion) characters from the aligned EF-1α intron data. Genbank accession numbers are found in online Appendix 1.

For the MrBayes and ML analyses of the tribe-level data set, PartitionFinder selected a seven-partition scheme for the nucleotide component, with first, second, and third codon positions separately estimated for both the mtDNA and EF-1α exon data (with COI and COII positions combined, except that the COII second-position sites were included in the first-position partition). GTR+I+G sequence-evolution models were selected for the three mtDNA partitions and for the EF-1α first-position and intron sites. F81+I and HKY+I+G were selected for the EF-1α second- and third-position partitions, respectively. Simpler models were occasionally selected for the smaller data sets. Tests of compositional heterogeneity were nonsignificant (P = 1.0) for all data partitions except the third codon position mtDNA data (P < 10^-8).

Phylogenetic Analyses (A–D)

Figure 2 shows the MrBayes combined-data tree for the tribe Cicadettini, midpoint-rooted along the branch to the out-groups. MrBayes trees are shown for mtDNA and EF-1α separately in Supplementary Figures S2 and S3. A detailed examination of these trees (from analyses A–C) is given in the Supplementary Material, including findings of taxonomic relevance.

The first in-group split in all of the trees separates a large clade containing all of the described species of Cicadettini and many undescribed taxa from a small Australian clade (Clade P) containing two undescribed species plus Chrysocicada and Pictila from the tribe Taphurini. (Most other genera of Taphurini are well separated from the clade studied in this article, as shown in unpublished preliminary family-level trees.) Following a long branch, the larger clade splits again asymmetrically, the smaller sister clade comprising a trans-Australian group containing Samaecicada subolivacea (currently placed in Cicadettini) from eastern Australia and an undescribed western species. All trees show the remaining taxa forming a complex radiation with much shorter internal branches. Important features within this large “main radiation” (Fig. 2) are: (i) multiple large trans-Australian clades containing endemic Australian genera, one of the deepest being Paupropsalta and its allies (see Owen et al. 2015a, 2015b); (ii) two clades containing New Zealand species (AmN, for Amphipsalta-Notopsalta, and MRK), as previously reported from a much smaller data set (Arensburger et al. 2004); (iii) two clades containing New Caledonian species (the larger one named NCAL here), one including the larger of the two New Zealand radiations; and (iv) two clades containing all of the non-Australasian species, here termed the R1 (radiation 1) and R2 clades. The R1 clade includes Asian and European genera, an African clade (AFR), and another New Caledonian lineage (Melampalata germaini). The R2 clade contains the remainder of the non-Australian genera, including species from Asia, Europe, and North America (NA) but none from subsaharan Africa.

Divergence Time Analyses

Analysis stability.—In many of the BEAST analyses below, 1–3 of the 8–10 replicates were observed sampling a solution with inferior posterior probability (ca. 150 likelihood points) and inferior site likelihood (ca. 90 points) for the entire run (usually 60–90 million generations). In each case, the mitochondrial substitution parameters and tree height were the most affected, and most of the likelihood difference was traced to the COI partition. The remaining runs always sampled the same superior solution, which we report below in each case. Similar “cryptic failure” was observed by Marshall (2010) for MrBayes phylogenetic analyses containing mtDNA data of the same type as this study.

Analysis 1 (EM1) was run as described in Marshall et al. 2016. The calibration points in all analyses were as in Marshall et al. 2016, except for the geological points: (i) the MRCA of the Cicadidae–Cercopidae (Methods section). Dates from an analysis (F) using the COI clock plus the available fossil calibrations were approximately 25% younger than those with the clock alone, but still unexpectedly old (Fig. 3). In contrast, applying the New Caledonia geological constraint together with the COI clock (analysis G) yielded clade ages about half of those found with the clock alone. With the geological constraint, the 95% confidence interval for the MRK node (25–14 Ma) overlaps some earlier COI-calibrated estimates.
Figure 2. MrBayes phylogram for 203 species from the cicada tribe Cicadettini and close allies, from analysis A, based on partitioned mitochondrial and nuclear-gene data (exon and intron). a) Root and first section of tree. b) Distal section of tree (next page). Node supports are Bayesian posterior probabilities followed by ML bootstrap supports. Approximate collecting locations are given at the country level or, where possible, at the city level (in bold), for Australian taxa, at the state/territory level (NT = Northern Territory; NS = New South Wales; QL = Queensland; SA = South Australia; TS = Tasmania; VI = Victoria; WA = Western Australia). Taxa with asterisks are currently classified in tribes other than Cicadettini (see online Appendix 1). Pie chart symbols indicate, for selected nodes, probabilities from Lagrange of each ancestral area occurring at each descendant branch (Australasia = light grey). AFR = African clade; AmN = New Zealand Amphipsalta-Notoptilta clade; MRK = New Zealand Maoricicada-Rhodopsalta-Kikihia clade; NCAL = largest New Caledonia clade; R1 and R2 = Out-of-Australasia radiations.
The tribe-level analyses, while the MRK parameter estimates contrast, little change was observed in the genus-level analyses of the deeper subclades. The relative rates (and relative tree lengths) of the EF-1α exon and intron regions also changed across the subclade analyses, but modestly compared to the change in the estimated relative rates of mtDNA versus nuclear-gene data (Tables 2 and 3).

The relative tree-lengths for the COI and EF-1α data subsets, estimated using ML to obtain the scaled BEAST priors for each analysis, are also shown in Table 3 and compared to the posterior BEAST relative rate estimates. The COI rate relative to EF-1α changed much more across the various ML analyses than the relative rate of the two EF-1α data subsets (Table 3), which remained very stable, and the pattern remained evident in the BEAST posterior rate estimates.

Subclade analyses (K).—Perhaps due to the smaller taxon samples, several of the subclade analyses oscillated between alternative combinations of substitution model parameters. In these cases, HKY or TrN was substituted for GTR to obtain a stable result, as noted in Table 2.

Overall, COI-calibrated relaxed-clock analyses of progressively greater clade ages suggested that, for younger subclades, ages estimated in isolation tended to be younger than those found when the subclade was analyzed in the context of the whole tribe (Table 2a); the age of the youngest subclade was 25% younger. However, as subclade depth increased, the bias switched direction, with the deepest subclade age estimated to be 50% older in isolation. When the main radiation was subsampled to different degrees, the resulting ages were all somewhat older than those observed in the tribe-level analysis (approximately 85 Ma vs. 73 Ma) except for the smallest subsample (Table 2b). The effects of subsampling on inferred clade ages were reflected in the relative gene rates (Tables 2 and 3). COI/EF-1α relative rates were more exaggerated in analyses of the deeper subclades. The relative rates (and relative tree lengths) of the EF-1α exon and intron regions also changed across the subclade analyses, but modestly compared to the change in the estimated relative rates of mtDNA versus nuclear-gene data (Tables 2 and 3).

The relative tree-lengths for the COI and EF-1α data subsets, estimated using ML to obtain the scaled BEAST priors for each analysis, are also shown in Table 3 and compared to the posterior BEAST relative rate estimates. The COI rate relative to EF-1α changed much more across the various ML analyses than the relative rate of the two EF-1α data subsets (Table 3), which remained very stable, and the pattern remained evident in the BEAST posterior rate estimates.
FIGURE 3. Relaxed-clock divergence time results for the cicada tribe Cicadettini and close relatives, showing median node ages and 95% confidence intervals for five different calibration methods and two substitution model variants, together with a representative chronogram from analysis E (all chronograms had nearly identical tree shapes). Analysis E was calibrated directly with a broad mtDNA COI prior encompassing literature estimates for arthropods. In analysis F, the COI prior was combined with the limited available fossil information. In analysis G, the COI prior was combined with a geological calibration on the MRCA of a New Caledonia clade (NCAL). Analysis H2 was calibrated with EF-1α exon and intron rates that were extrapolated from the COI clock in a separate analysis of the New Zealand Maoricicada-Rhodopsalta-Kikihia (MRK) subclade. In analysis J, the Cicadettini chronogram was calibrated post hoc by scaling the age and 95% confidence interval of the MRK MRCA to the results of the MRK-only analysis. Analyses N and P demonstrate the effect of modifications of the COI substitution model on the results from E. The R1 and R2 clades contain all non-Australasian Cicadettini. The brown star labels the large Pauropsalta radiation which has been separately dated by Owen et al. (2015a). AFR = African clade; AmN = New Zealand Amphipsalta–Notopsalta clade; NA = North American clade. Inset: LTT = Lineage through time. Large ticks on the timescales denote 10 myr intervals. Inset photo = Gagatopsalta auranti.
COI base frequencies of analysis E ($p_A = 0.37$, $p_C = 0.035$, $p_T = 0.062$, $P_T = 0.51$) were much more AT-biased than the observed/empirical base frequencies ($p_A = 0.30$, $p_C = 0.13$, $p_T = 0.16$, $P_T = 0.41$). Reducing the number of parameters in the substitution matrix from six to two by using HKY instead of GTR had a comparatively minor effect on the inferred ages (Fig. 3, analysis P).

**Diversification Rates**

The lineage-through-time plot (Fig. 3 inset) showed a shallow initial diversification rate corresponding to the deepest half of the Cicadettini tree, followed by a sharp increase in rate that continues through the remainder of the plot (disregarding the most recent 10 myr, for which the splits were not sampled). There is a gradual slowdown apparent in the final third of the plot, beginning about 20–25 Ma if the graph is calibrated according to analysis J.

**Biogeography**

Lagrange recovered Australasia as the geographic range for all ancestors within the deep- and mid-level in-group splits of the tree (with $P = 1.0$) (Fig. 2). Moving up the tree from the root, the first non-Australasian ancestors ($P < 0.95$) were: (i) the MRCA of the R1 clade plus its Australian sister clade and (ii) the MRCA immediately preceding the split containing the R2 clade. Detailed results are included in the Supplementary Material.

**Discussion**

**Taxon Sampling and Molecular Clocks**

Relaxed-clock analyses conducted in BEAST for the cicada tribe Cicadettini, calibrated solely with an informed clock prior that spanned published mtDNA COI rate estimates (e.g., Brower 1994; Quek et al. 2004; Papadopoulou et al. 2010), returned unexpectedly old divergence times that conflicted with earlier COI-calibrated research on well-studied New Zealand genera of Cicadetta and results from a dated phylogeny of Insecta (see Results and Miseo et al. 2014). In contrast, when the tribe-level phylogeny was dated by extrapolating COI-calibrated results from one of the New Zealand clades, or by way of a geological
TABLE 2. Effect of data set subsampling by subclade age and sample size on gene/partition substitution rate estimates in BEAST relaxed-clock analyses

a) # of Analysis E age Analysis age exon exon intron intron
Subclade Mean Stdev Mean Stdev Mean Stdev Mean Stdev
MRK 54 39 20 0.0118 0.879 – – 0.000470 0.397 0.00168 0.685
Subclade I 29 41 30 0.0115 0.288 0.0107 0.119 0.000384 0.255 0.00183 0.452
Subclade II 35 48 32 0.0115 0.369 0.0132 0.114 0.000372 0.356 0.00171 0.523
Subclade III 38 57 58 0.0115 0.256 0.0132 0.119 0.000348 0.261 0.00170 0.370
Subclade IV 34 65 86 0.0115 0.204 0.0109 0.295 0.000236 0.255 0.00094 0.329
Subclade V 27 64 99 0.0123 0.337 0.0075 0.483 0.000127 0.221 0.00069 0.370
Tribe + out-group (Analysis E) 203 164 N/A 0.0114 0.331 0.0080 0.378 0.000240 0.445 0.00119 0.549

b) # of Analysis E age Analysis age exon exon intron intron
Subclade Mean Stdev Mean Stdev Mean Stdev Mean Stdev
Main Radiationb 25 73 65 0.0117 0.139 0.0108 0.324 0.000313 0.186 0.00137 0.391
Main Radiation 42 73 88 0.0122 0.252 0.0091 0.357 0.000258 0.393 0.00114 0.505
Main Radiation 70 73 84 0.0118 0.253 0.0094 0.363 0.000258 0.393 0.00114 0.505
Main Radiation 116 73 84 0.0118 0.253 0.0094 0.363 0.000258 0.393 0.00114 0.505
Main Radiation 194 73 102 0.0123 0.327 0.0089 0.369 0.000257 0.438 0.00125 0.546

Notes: Subclade ages (Ma) and gene rates (substitutions/site/myr) from analysis E, the Cicadettini tribe-level data set calibrated solely with literature COI rates (Fig. 3), are given for reference. a) Results for monophyletic/paraphyletic subclades taken from the Cicadettini tree (for clade identities see Supplementary Fig. S1). For younger subclades, ages estimated in isolation tend to be younger than those found when the subclade is analyzed in the context of the whole tribe, while the pattern is reversed for older subclades. b) Results from subsampling the large “main radiation” clade with different sample sizes while retaining tree structure; subclade age varies erratically. COII sequences were not available for the MRK analysis (Methods section) of the New Zealand Maoricicada-Rhodopsalta-Kikihia Cicadettini subclade. Mean is ucld.mean, and Stdev is ucld.stdev from BEAST.

a HKY used for COI and COII substitution models to achieve stable parameter estimates.
b HKY used for COII substitution model.

TABLE 3. Ratios of mean gene rates from BEAST relaxed-clock analyses compared to tree-length ratios from ML phylogenetic analyses, for Cicadettini tree subclades

a) ML tree-length ratios BEAST rate ratios
Clade COI/Exon COI/Intron Intron/Exon COI/Exon COI/Intron Intron/Exon
MRK (54 taxa) 25.197 5.660 3.568 25.1 7.02 3.57
Subclade I 48.266 11.032 4.375 30.0 6.28 4.77
Subclade II 42.048 10.184 4.129 30.9 6.73 4.60
Subclade III 45.577 9.219 4.944 33.1 6.76 4.89
Subclade IV 73.451 18.634 3.941 48.7 12.2 3.98
Subclade V 142.889 28.791 4.963 96.9 17.8 5.43
Tribe + out-group (Analysis E) 43.146 9.166 4.707 43.5 9.58 4.96

b) ML tree-length ratios BEAST rate ratios
Clade COI/Exon COI/Intron Intron/Exon COI/Exon COI/Intron Intron/Exon
Main rad. 25 taxa 41.742 10.070 4.145 37.4 8.54 4.38
Main rad. 42 taxa 54.779 12.281 4.460 61.6 13.6 4.55
Main rad. 70 taxa 56.301 12.803 4.398 45.7 10.4 4.42
Main rad. 116 taxa 53.123 12.118 4.384 44.4 9.37 4.74
Main rad. 194 taxa 57.818 12.471 4.636 47.9 9.84 4.86

Notes: Results from analysis E, the Cicadettini tribe-level data set calibrated solely with literature COI rates (Fig. 3) are given for reference. a) Results for subclades of varying age (see Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. S1). Although some differences between the Bayesian and ML analyses are apparent, a common pattern of altered mtDNA rates is apparent in both. b) Results from subsampling the large “main radiation” clade with different taxon sets while retaining tree structure. In all cases, the relative intron/exon rate within EF-1a is more stable than the relative rates of the mtDNA data versus the two EF-1a partitions.
calibration, much older ages were estimated (Fig. 3). The older trees obtained at the tribe level appear to be caused by inflated estimates of mtDNA COI substitution, observed as higher clock rates in relaxed-clock analyses and as longer branches in ML analyses (nuclear EF-1α rate/branch estimation was little affected by comparison). Across all tribe-level analyses, the shape of the underlying chronogram was stable, meaning that younger and older node times were affected proportionally to their depth, a pattern different from that observed by Schwartz and Mueller (2010), who found changes in tree shape—i.e., inflation only in some branch lengths—in their ML-based simulation studies. The results also differ from earlier work showing that highly saturated sites can lead to underestimation of the amount of substitution for deeper branches, and therefore older ages for younger nodes when the root age is constrained (Phillips 2009; Brandley et al. 2011; Dornburg et al. 2014).

Separate analyses of subclades sampled from our tribe-level data set confirmed that divergence times became more inflated as subclade depth increased, again in association with increased COI rate estimates relative to those of the nuclear EF-1α partitions (Tables 2 and 3). For younger subclades studied in isolation, we estimated divergence times that were younger than when these same subclades were included in the tribe-level analysis. However, the effect was reversed with the deepest subclade, for which older ages were found when analyzed in isolation, suggesting a complicated interaction between clade age and taxon sample size. These effects are caused by differences in the reconstructed mtDNA substitution process, rather than by Bayesian priors. ML analyses, which use no priors, showed the same inflation pattern when the New Zealand subclade was examined within the tribe-level tree versus in isolation (Fig. 4).

Owen et al. (2015a) attempted unsuccessfully to eliminate COI rate/date inflation in BEAST analyses of the Pauropsalta generic complex, a major subclade of our tree, by excluding the fastest-evolving sites (as in Dornburg et al. 2014) and by modeling each codon position separately. Lacking fossils and geological calibration points, they instead used the Brower (1994) COI rate to calibrate divergence times estimated using penalized likelihood (Sanderson 2002). The median age of the range of 44–21 Ma estimated by Owen et al., while the Pauropsalta MRCA node age from our apparently biased COI-calibrated tribe-level analysis (51 Ma) was much older and outside their interval.

The approximate concordance of analyses G, H2, J (Fig. 3) and the Pauropsalta study, together with the greater taxon sampling of the MRK analyses, increases our confidence that the tribe-level dates obtained from COI calibration alone are too old. The younger dates place the beginning of the main radiation of Cicadettini between the early Eocene (56 Ma, for the slowest clock estimate) and the mid-Miocene (15 Ma, fastest clock), and the remaining discussion follows this tentative conclusion. However, even the younger dates for the New Zealand radiations remain older than those of earlier studies. Furthermore, extreme shifts in tree length and rate/date reconstructions were observed under different substitution and among-site rate variation models (see Supplementary Tables S5 and S6 here and Schwartz and Mueller 2010), especially when empirical base frequencies were used (Fig. 3). The latter result revealed a much greater A-T bias for COI when base frequencies were estimated, suggesting that heterotachy may be an issue in this data set. If we had not reconstructed a New Caledonian clade at an intermediate depth in our tree, allowing us to exploit a geological calibration, our confidence would be considerably weakened.

Combining relaxed-clock Bayesian methods with empirical data on clock rates is appealing, especially for groups with few informative fossils. However, even a strong rate prior (i.e., a well-tested clock with a narrow confidence interval) is no guarantee of sensible results because so much uncertainty can exist in the estimate of the molecular substitution process. Decisions regarding the taxon sample, substitution model, partitioning scheme, and Bayesian priors can substantially influence the outcome (Brown et al. 2010; Schwartz and Mueller 2010; Andujar et al. 2012; Rannala et al. 2012), even when topology is well-supported (Marshall 2010). We have speculated on the underlying causes of these patterns in our data but the ultimate causes remain unknown; however, subsampling of taxa can help to unmask the problem. These findings are relevant for efforts to calibrate new clocks (e.g., Papadopoulou et al. 2010) using likelihood-based methods (including Bayesian), as well as divergence time studies. Sauquet et al. (2012), while analyzing the effects of calibration on divergence times, called for “increased background research ...at all stages of the calibration process”, a sentiment we strongly echo here.

Historical Biogeography and Diversification of Cicadettini

Global, out-of-Australasia radiations—With all non-Australasian genera clustering in two distal clades (R1 and R2, Fig. 2), biogeographic patterns support an Australian ancestry for the tribe Cicadettini (Fig. 2). Few studies have identified globally distributed terrestrial animal groups with this pattern. However, fig wasps of the subfamily Sycophaginae exhibit a pattern that is remarkably similar to the Cicadettini case presented here in biogeography, timing, and number of dispersals (Cruaud et al. 2010), and in that case one lineage has also returned to Australasia. Delias butterflies originated in the Australian region following the breakup with Antarctica and spread globally in at least seven dispersal events (Braby and Pierce 2007). Rhantus diving beetles expanded throughout Eurasia from a New Guinean origin, but only after the ancestor...
arrived from Asia ca. 9–7 Ma (Balke et al. 2009). Also, Kayaalp et al. (2013) suggest that Hylaenus bees originated in Australia in the Oligocene and subsequently spread globally.

The most well-known animal example of Australasian origin and subsequent dispersal is probably the songbirds, which have been examined both at the order level (Barker et al. 2004; Ericson et al. 2006; Jonsson and Fjeldsá 2006) and separately within the bush-shrikes and their allies (Pucks et al. 2012). The dates obtained by the Barker et al. study are interesting because they reconstructed a long series of exclusively Australian oscine Cenozoic splits between 65 and 50 Ma, when Australia was connected through a temperate Antarctica to South America. The tree was dated in multiple ways, one of which involved a cytochrome b (mtDNA) clock and ML distances for splits up to at least 35 Ma, so it could be useful to check for the possibility of inflated distances.

The rarity of out-of-Australasia cases may support the idea that movement of clades across major adaptive zones or biomes is a slow process (Chapple and Keogh 2004; Crisp et al. 2009), or it may reflect the relatively brief period of Australasian isolation after the final Gondwanan breakup. In our study, dispersal across continents following “escape” from Australasia was rapid for both the R1 and R2 clades of Cicadettini, which reached South America and North America by 5–7 Ma later in each case (Fig. 3). We can speculate that they never entered South America because they were blocked by tropical biomes or competition with resident cicadas of other tribes.

Only Australian species are known for the Cicadettini sister clade (Clade F), potentially pushing Australasian ancestry further into the past. Ongoing family-level studies will help to determine if an Australasian or late Gondwanan ancestry can be confidently concluded for deeper nodes. While the out-group tribes Chlorocyrtini–Prasiini have the most species in southeast Asia, much of their generic-level diversity is found in the Australian wet tropics (Boer and Duflefs 1996). However, geographically biased extinction and poor fossil records can create misleading biogeographic patterns (see discussions of the Casuarinaceae and the genus Eucalyptus in McLoughlin 2001; Swenson et al. 2001; Gandolfo et al. 2011).

Divergence timing of Cicadettini and key geological events.—The divergence time estimates we found for the tribe Cicadettini (mainly early Paleocene to the late Oligocene) include the early Oligocene date of the final Australia–Antarctica separation (ca. 33 Ma—Hall 2011), although our median estimates are considerably higher (ca. 45 Ma). The broad range of the empirical COI clock prior, necessary in this study because of the lack of information on cicada rates, weakens our ability to reject hypotheses. Post hoc examination of the confidence intervals suggests that the slower end of the clock prior could be less appropriate for Cicadettini. The confidence intervals for R1, the oldest out-of-Australasia clade, include a period when Australia was still well isolated from Asia (analyses G, H2, and J, Fig. 3) (Hall 2011), which conflicts with the strong biogeographic patterns we found. The older end of the confidence interval for the NCAL node conflicts with the maximum-age assumption of 37 Ma for New Caledonia in analyses H2 and J, and the confidence intervals for the New Zealand MRK and AmN radiations allow for unlikely diversification preceding the Oligocene near-submergence of New Zealand (Knapp et al. 2007; Landis et al. 2008; Bunce et al. 2009; Biffin et al. 2010; Giribet and Boyer 2010; Lee et al. 2012). On the other end of the scale, the youngest end of the date range estimated for the North American Cicadettini clade (in analyses G, H2, and J) is younger than the latest date proposed for temperate species to have crossed Beringia from Asia (ca. 10 Ma—Sanmartín 2001). Our original question—whether the tribe Cicadettini originated after Australia became isolated—remains necessarily uncertain. Either a faster COI rate prior is correct, in which case Cicadettini diverged after the breakup, or—we feel less likely—diversification happened well before and the group failed to reach South America, went extinct there, or has been missed in sampling.

Cenozoic aridification and diversification of Cicadettini.—Most studies suggest that the shift to a modern arid-adapted flora and fauna accelerated in Australia ca. 35 Ma, near the end of the Eocene (Bryce et al. 2011; Crisp and Cook 2013), although there is evidence suggesting seasonally dry habitats much earlier in the record (Crisp et al. 2011). Monsoonal habitats, which also support many species of Cicadettini, developed and expanded during approximately the same period (Bowman et al. 2010).

Phylogenies of major Australian plant groups suggest radiations beginning or accelerating in the Oligocene or later, including Eucalyptus sensu stricto, Casuarinaceae, and Acacia, and in groups of Australian legumes, while some (e.g., the broader Eucalyptus clade and Nothofagus) began earlier (Ladiges et al. 2003; Crisp and Cook 2009; Sauquet et al. 2012; Crisp and Cook 2013). Species of Cicadettini are associated with many of these plant groups. Some studies of Australian arid-adapted animal groups have been conducted, with most focusing on mid-Miocene to Pleistocene-age arid-zone radiations (Chapple and Keogh 2004; Jennings and Edwards 2005; Rabosky et al. 2007; Sanders et al. 2008; Shoo et al. 2008). Some animal studies have found major arid-zone diversification events beginning in the Oligocene (e.g., Jennings et al. 2003; Kayaalp et al. 2013).

Our age estimates for the main radiation of Cicadettini (ca. 36 Ma, analyses G, H2, and J) are centered on the Eocene/Oligocene boundary. Thus, diversification either occurred entirely in concert with aridification (see also Owen et al. 2015а), or largely overlapped it, depending on the actual cicada COI rate. Most of the expansion of the R1 clade, the oldest out-of-Australasia group, overlaps estimates for the onset of aridification in Asia (17 Ma—Miao et al. 2012) and South Africa...
(8 Ma—Sepulchre et al. 2006). The fact that Cicadettini are nearly absent from Australian rainforests, which dominated Australia in the early Eocene, is expected if their origin and diversification occurred after these habitats began to recede. In contrast, the Chlorocystini and Prasini sister groups are rare in the arid, temperate, and monsoonal habitats of Australia, and diverse in the rainforests (Fig. 1).

These findings support a view of habitat change (Pena and Wahlberg 2008) and expansion (Mayhew 2007) as drivers of clad diversification. However, the mechanisms involved remain to be determined, and there is evidence that subtle historical and/or ecological factors have played important roles. The large Cicadettini main radiation was preceded by the divergence of two clades (the Samaecicada clade and Clade P) that are extremely species-poor despite also being trans-Australian in distribution and present in the temperate and arid zones. Like Cicadettini, these clades have no representatives known from the tropical or southeastern temperate rainforests where the out-group taxa are found (Fig. 1b,c). The survival of these lineages without comparable diversification is an intriguing puzzle since their geographic ranges and habitat associations seem to exclude niche specialization, a factor that can limit diversification (Mayhew 2007). This situation is similar to that observed in New Zealand, where two clades of Cicadettini (AmN and MRK, Fig. 2) have diversified, in concert, to strikingly different degrees, during a period of dramatic geological and climatic changes (Marshall et al. 2012).
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